
Sections 130 & 131 Terms List 

1. MLG Headquarters Regiment: provide command and control, administration, communications, 
food services for the MLG. 

2. MLG Headquarters Regiment HQ Co: provide command and control, administration and 
command support functions for the MLG HQ Regiment and the Logistics Combat Element (LCE) 
headquarters. 

3. MLG Headquarters Regiment Comm Co: to provide communications support to the 
headquarters of the MLG and subordinate Logistics Combat Elements (LCE) beyond their organic 
communications capabilities in support of Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) operations. 

4. MLG HQ Regiment Service Co: to provide general support services such as postal, disbursing, 
legal, and exchange services support for the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF). 

5. MLG HQ Regiment Food Service Co: provide general support and field food service support for 
the MLG, the MEF Command Element (CE) and the Ground Combat Element (GCE), exceeding 
their organic capability 

6. MEU CLB: provide a full range of expeditionary combat service support in direct support to the 
Ground Combat Element, Aviation Combat Element, or Command Element of the MEU in order 
to enable the accomplishment of all assigned missions across a wide spectrum of conflict and 
conventional and selected maritime special operations 

7. MLG GS CLR: provide intermediate supply, distribution system support, intermediate 
maintenance and health service support to the war fighter across the spectrum of conflict in any 
environment 

8. Combat Logistics Company: provide intermediate supply support and intermediate 
motor transport and engineer ground equipment maintenance to their Marine 
Aircraft Wings (MAWs);  

9. Maintenance Battalion: provide intermediate-level maintenance support to include wheeled 
and tracked vehicle recovery, salvage and disposal, and general maintenance support, for the 
MEF’s ground equipment 

10. Maintenance Battalion H&S Co: provide command and control, administration, and command 
support functions for the maintenance battalion. 

11. Maintenance Battalion Ordnance Maintenance Company: provide intermediate (3d and 4th 
echelon) maintenance support for Marine Corps-furnished ordnance equipment of a MEF. 

12. Maintenance Battalion Engineer Maintenance Company: provide intermediate (3rd and 4th 
echelon) maintenance support for Marine Corps-furnished engineering equipment of a MEF.. 

13. Maintenance Battalion Electronics Maintenance Company: provide intermediate maintenance 
(3d and 4th echelon) support for the Marine Corps-furnished ground communications-
electronics equipment of a MEF. 

14. Maintenance Battalion Motor Transport Maintenance Company: provide intermediate (3 rd 
and 4th echelon) maintenance support for the motor transport equipment of the MEF. 

15. Maintenance Battalion General Support Maintenance Company: provide general support, 
intermediate (3d and 4th echelon) maintenance support, including component rebuilding for 
Marine Corps-furnished ground equipment of a MEF, except for communications-electronics 
equipment and fire control components. 

16. Organizational Maintenance: focuses on the operator and crew preventive/corrective 
measures which normally consist of inspecting, servicing, lubricating, and adjusting; replacing 
parts, minor assemblies, and subassemblies 



17. First Echelon maintenance: performed by the user/equipment operator. 
18. Second Echelon maintenance: performed by specially trained personnel within the organization 
19. Intermediate Maintenance: is the responsibility of and performed by designated maintenance 

activities in direct support of using organizations; normally consists of calibration, repair, or 
replacement of damaged or unserviceable parts. 

20. Third and Fourth Echelon maintenance: almost always performed by specially trained 
personnel at designated maintenance activities. 

21. Depot Maintenance: performed on material that requires a major overhaul or a complete 
rebuilding of parts, assemblies, subassemblies, and end items. 

22. Fifth Echelon maintenance: almost always performed at the depot level 

 


